This is your brain on music!!

**Occipital Lobe**
Processes what you SEE

Sightread ____ pieces this year

**Sensory Cortex**
Controls your FINGERS

**Left Frontal Lobe**
Likes FACTS & PATTERNS

Complete a Rhythm Challenge Packet

Train your fingers to play these Technique patterns:

**Right Frontal Lobe**
Likes to be CREATIVE

Show Your Creative Side!
Pick at least one project to complete:

- __ Composer/History Project
- __ Composition Project
- __ YouTube Art & Video Project
- __ Invent Your Own Project

**Auditory Cortex**
Processes what you HEAR

Complete these Listening Goals:

- Practice... it's what it takes to become a SMARTER musician!
- My weekly practice goal: ____ minutes

Add a star below for every week you reach your goal

How FULL can you stuff your brain??
Learn ____ songs this year that you can keep ready to play anytime, anywhere, for anyone

Make a list of them below:

**This brain belongs to: ________________________________**